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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to live in the past times? With no solar panels.... I myself can’t imagine a life without the precious items. I’m Elanor, I am the daughter of Duke Samson and He is the Duke of the house of Sun. My mother is The Douches of the house of sun Aurora, her name is really interesting she is named after the roman goddess of sunrise. My father names simply mean Sun as well as my brother Sol. My name as well has a meaning, and it is the “Star Sun” it’s cool but not as cools as mothers’ name! We live together in the House of the Sun it’s a great mansion and from the name we use the sun in every way possible. From sun shaped accessories to machines that convert use solar energy to light up the house, I know it’s amazing isn’t it well get to their later don’t worry!

“Elanor Dear go inform your brother dinner is ready, and he must make sure he’s on time for the guests I won’t tolerate his attitude anymore” Mom told me that because she is still not ready. I am already done and ready for the big day. Time to get Sol. When I reached Sol’s room, he was still not ready he did not even bother to open the door. I burst it open “Sol dinners ready, mother won’t tolerate your attitude this time. Come on you will be late” I said pulling him out of bed
“Come on Sleep head the sun is out for hours“ as I am pushing him to stand “El, leave me alone” after a long time struggling, luckily, we went down on time. Oh, didn’t I tell you it’s our house The House of the Sun 50th anniversary...

People from other houses will join like the House of the Lake and the house of Stone and more. I am not sure why they named their houses without a reason, but I surely know that our house has a meaning. The house of the Sun is the house that helped changed the world, no one ever did what my great great great grandfather Eleodoro did he did the unthinkable...

It all started years ago... Eleodoro was worried that without fossil fuels people won’t survive and wanted to find an alternative he was a simple man in his mid 30’s. He had a simple desk job like other people ‘If mother did not inform me, I would never believe that we could have lived a hard life that my great great great grandfather lived’. He addressed his ideas to many engineers and scientists, but no one believed him and refused to even help. He started alone without any help but determined to find the perfect idea. He knew that this would change the world.

Eleodoro was really good at tinkering and making things himself, he wanted to start by making a simple device. He went to the company he worked for and gathered some materials that were not needed in the company. He worked really hard and made about 25 designs that failed. One day he was drawing with a marker on a rectangular piece of copper some lines trying to think of other ideas, then he felt tired and went to sleep. Accidently while standing he pushed the copper rectangle to a solution in a bucket next to him (it contained Ferric Chloride Solution). He had no idea it was there emerged with the liquid. When he woke up, he found out what happened and wanted to clean it, so he brought some rubbing alcohol and started cleaning the surface. After a long while the surface was clean, but he saw that the place marked with the pen is still there. He understood what happened and had an idea to continue. “There is nothing to lose” he said, after a while he started tinning one side of the line’s path then added crystal silicon paste on the tinning. He washed the paste then waited it to dry. After about six
hours the copper piece was dry. When dried he connected the tinned part with a red wire and
the other half with the white wire. He forgot about it for a long time, but one day he brought a
Voltmeter and tried to measure the copper rectangle and saw that there was 1.65 volts just
inside the room. So excited he grabbed the copper rectangle almost immediately the numbers
fell to zero he understood that its power came from light. He ran outside to check if his theory
is correct and luckily it was after working his way out, he saw the number increasing more and
more 33.4, 46.0, 49.0. “It was a miracle it worked really worked” he said. He named it as the
Solar cell.

First device that turned sun light into energy. After introducing his project people offered so
much of the product it was so little, so he joined a couple more together to make a solar panel
and made his own company to sell solar cells and panels. People were mind blown wanting
more, of course he developed it making so many unthinkable things like solar power chandelier,
solar powered video security light, solar water heater, solar security wireless camera, solar grill,
solar power entertainment lounger, solar bike, solar powered ice cream vending machine, solar
powered house, solar power doghouse, solar window socket, solar powered boat, solar impulse
plane and best of all Volkswagen Nano Spyder my favorite car.

After all these creation and hard work companies and countries wanted to buy the solar
product. People signing up for solar power from him. Companies trying to work together to
form new way of transportation called hybrid solar battery cars not only that they also brought
hybrid solar battery power plants. People thought that solar power is a great way to reduce the
carbon footprint ‘not as we have it anymore’ solar power doesn’t release any greenhouse gases
and except for needing a source of clean water to function it uses absolutely no other
resources. As a cleaner, safer investment for families and businesses solar power can help
everyone reduce their electricity bills enjoy energy independence increase a home or building
value and help reduce global emission levels ‘at that time of course’ after all of this my great
great great grandfather wasn't a normal person anymore he built a big mansion and called it
the House of the Sun ‘Yes it’s our house’ he didn't stop there he continued inventing new solar
related devices and never stop creating. He even gave on his work to his children grandchildren
and great grandchildren.
We love learning about him, his story is really inspiring and will always remain a purpose for me
to give a stamp of me in society.

“Daydreaming, eh?” Father asked, I smiled as a reply
“About what?” Sol asked annoying as always
“About our great great great grandfather Eleodoro” I said, they all stared at me
Did I do anything wrong or said anything wrong????
“What?” I said addressing Sol, Mother replied instead “Oh my dear little girl is growing up and
wants to leave her stamp in our society” she said as holding her heart.
It was as she was reading my mind
“Ooh the guests are here, come on let’s greet our guest”
Time for the party I totally forgot about that, no worries I think I have enough information
about The House of the Sun ‘wink’.
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